"Mobility matters": Using remote tracking to predict hospital readmission
Dan Polsky analyzes patient activity levels using smartphones or wearable devices to find ways to reduce hospital readmissions.

"Struggling well": Lessons for the business world from adventure racing
Michelle Barton and Kathleen Sutcliffe use a unique model for understanding how resilience unfolds during adversity.

For computer software developers, dependency brings risk
Angelo Mele takes an interdisciplinary approach to studying risks associated with interdependent software platforms used in business.

"Tip-flation": The driving forces behind "tip-flation"
Shubhranshu Singh explains the forces behind the rise in tipping.

Amazon's radical plan for healthcare: "À la carte" pricing
Ge Bai discusses Amazon's healthcare strategy.

A downtown Baltimore office tower sold for $66M in 2015. It just sold for less than half that amount.
Luis Quintero reports on the sale of a Baltimore office tower.
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